ALTI series

2-way pendant speakers

The ALTI series are two-way pendant loudspeakers, designed
for background and foreground music applications with open
architectures and high ceilings. Typical applications are big scale
retail environments, warehouses and other large open spaces.
The elegant construction is finished using high grade materials
and fitted with premium acoustic components. This guarantees
clear speech intelligence and a warm and detailed sound
reproduction.
Mounting the speaker is done through a connection cable with
two integrated steel cores for suspending with an additional
drop safety. Fixation is made through two snap-hooks
on one end and a dual Gripple™ fixation on the other
end. The included cable length of 3.5 meters offers
possibilities for a wide variety of ceiling heights. An
innovatively designed rear cover of the speaker can
be placed after installation and hides the connection
and suspension on the speaker end. The ceiling end
connections are covered through a cable cover.

“Pure sound,
hanging around.”

ALTI4

ALTI6

The ALTI4 is a 2-way pendant loudspeaker
featuring a 4” driver combination with an coaxially
mounted 1” soft dome tweeter and is fitted with
a phase plug for excellent off axis performance.

The ALTI6 is a 2-way pendant loudspeaker
featuring a 6.5” driver combination with an
coaxially mounted 1” soft dome tweeter and
is fitted with a phase plug for excellent off axis
performance.

The 2-way combination with a high quality
polypropylene
enclosure
and
acoustic
engineering craftmanship guarantees premium
performance for demanding applications. A
continuous power handling of 30 Watt (RMS) and
maximum power handling of 60 watt is achieved.
Connections a made through a terminal block
connector behind the rear cover, accompanied
with a power tap selector switch for tapping of
the 70V/100V line transformer with tappings for
24W, 12W, 6W and a 16 Ohm bypass connection.
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Innovative rear cover
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The 2-way combination with a high quality
polypropylene
enclosure
and
acoustic
engineering craftmanship guarantees premium
performance for demanding applications. A
continuous power handling of 60 Watt (RMS)
and maximum power handling of 120 watt
is achieved. Connections a made through a
terminal block connector behind the rear cover,
accompanied with a power tap selector switch
for tapping of the 70V/100V line transformer
with tappings for 60W, 30W, 15W and a 16 Ohm
bypass connection.

Suspension cable with dual steel core
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Ceiling cable cover
Rotary selector switch

Max power

RMS power

Power taps / Impedance

Speaker type

Driver size

Dimensions

(Ø x cable lenght only)

ALTI4

60W

30W

24W / 12W / 6W / 16 Ω

2-way coaxial

4”

Ø 170 mm x 3500 mm

ALTI6

120W

60W

60W / 30W / 15W / 16 Ω

2-way coaxial

6.5”

Ø 230 mm x 3500mm

Wide opening angle
The wide opening angle of the speaker
guarantees an exceptional dispersion in all
different kinds of applications and locations
with high ceilings and large open spaces.
The carefully matched components and
construction guarantee optimal coverage
over the entire frequency range. This
makes sure both music and speech
are clear and true-to-nature audible
throughout any place in the venue.

Secure mounting system
The unique mounting system features a connection cable with
conductors and a steel suspension and safety wire in a single
outer jacket. This offers the cleanest and most elegant solution for
connecting and mounting the loudspeaker.
The construction with two snap hooks on one end and a dual
Gripple™ locking system on the other end offers the most flexible
solution for mounting, no matter whether fixation has to be done
through an eye-bolt, around a beam or at any other possible
anchor point. The length of 3.5 meters offers possibilities for
high ceilings, while it can be shortened if necessary.

Power taps
A rotary selector switch located behind the
rear covers selects the setting between
low impedance and 70V/100V use, while
adjustments in tappings are easily made,
even after already installed and connected.

“Don’t feel like
hanging around?”
ALTI4M
The ALTI4M is a variant of the pendant speakers, featuring a
die-cast mounting bracket for wall & ceiling mount purposes.
This allows the same audio system design and identity for
throughout the entire installation in case some area’s are not
allowing pendant solutions being used due to the ceiling heights
or structures. Acoustics and construction are identically crafted,
while connections are made through AWX-5 connectors.
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Endless application possibilities
The unique, contemporary curved design provides a stylish look with plenty of versatility. The ALTI4M
offers numerous mounting options and a wide range of different configurations, providing an endless
variety of versatile placement options in terms of mounting and coverage.

Ceiling mount

Wall mount

Outdoor rated construction

Weatherproof AWX5™ connector

